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This paper describes an operational method for retrieving the Sand and Dust Storm (SDS) with FY-2C/S-VISSR in Asian area. It is valuable for monitoring Asian SDS from space and also useful for SDS forecast. This method combines several techniques, such as BTD, RAT, and IDDI, to identify SDS based on the optical and radiative physical properties of SDS in mid-infrared and thermal infrared spectral regions. The authors applied these algorithms to some cases and obtained some good results. Although these approaches are only combining with some developed techniques from others, but it will be value added because it is can be used in operation. One important issue
still is how to obtain threshold values and cloud masks which are critical parts of this paper. The authors may need to run more case to get to get the better threshold values for future studies and SDS monitoring. Some suggested editing comments are not included in this summary. I suggest to following references:


